
Double-volute casing allows rapid air-separation and water circulation 
during the priming cycle, and reduces the radial thrust on the impeller.

Closed Impeller is mounted on the motor shaft and requires no 
adjustment to maintain performance.

Mechanical shaft seal requires no attention and is ideal for 
continuous operation without supervision.

The pump is available in either IRON (Series VMC) or BRONZE 
(Series VMB) construction.

Flanged 4” suction and 3” discharge connections.

  VM SERIES
Self-Priming Pumps

Model S2= 230 volts, single phase   
Model T= 208-230/460 volts, 3 phase
ModelT5= 575 volts, 3 phase

             
             
             
             

FEATURES

PERFORMANCE CURVE:



The pump-motor bracket shall incorporate the seal housing which shall have 
stationary diversion vanes to ensure a constant flow of fresh water past the 
seal.  The 1.25 in. (32mm) dia. mechanical seal shall have stationary and 
rotating faces of ceramic and carbon respectively.

The motor shall be a ...............H.P. (kW) close-coupled pump motor of CEMA 
Type JM (for 5VM and 75VM) or CEMA Type TCZ (for 10VM) with shaft 
extension and face mounting flange for attatching directly to the pump.  It shall 
be suitable for ...............volts, ...............-phase, 60 hertz power supply.  The 
motor shall have mounting feet and drip-proof enclosure.

The pump-motor assembly shall be mounted on a structural steel base
arranged for easy removal of the motor without disconnecting the pipework 
from the pump.

The pump shall be rated for...............US gpm (L/min) at ...............feet T.D.H. 
(kPa) and shall not load ther motor beyond service factor rating at any point on 
the performance curve.  The suction and discharge shall have 4 in. (102 mm) 
and 3 in.  (76 mm) flanged connections respectively, which shall mate with
125 lb/sq.in.  (862 kPa) standard pipe flanges.

The pumping unit shall be VM Model ..............., or approved equal.
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A APPROX.

3” Discharge Flange Mates with
Circular Flange to ASA B16.1
Class 125 Use Ring Gasket

13.63
(346)

15.75
(400)

14.44
(367)

The pumping unit shall consist of a self-priming, single-suction, centrifugal
pump with built-on hair and lint strainer, close-coupled to an electric motor.

The pump case, hair and lint strainer, impeller, and pump-motor bracket
shall be machined from iron (Series VMC) or bronze (Series VMB)castings.

The pump case shall be of double-volute design for self-priming action and for 
keeping unbalanced radial thrust to a minimum.  The pump case shall carry 
the discharge flange, and shall be fitted with a renewable bronze wear ring, 
to provide a running fit with the eye of the impeller.  The hair and lint strainer 
shall be bolted to the pump case, and shall carry the suction flange.  The 
stainless steel strainer basket shall be fabricated from wound wedge wire 
screen with perforated sheet bottom plate, and shall have a capacity of 225 
cu.in.  (3687 cm  ) with an open area equal to eight times that of a 4 in. (102 
mm) suction pipe.  The strainer cover shall be of the quick-release type, and 
shall have an O-ring gasket.

The impeller shall be of the closed type with external radial vanes for keeping 
the axial thrust to a minimum.  It shall be keyed and locked directly to the 
motor shaft.
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